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MARK RICHARDS TOTAL RECALL 11

INTERVIEW DATE:     SEPTEMBER 8, 2019
by Kerry Cassidy, Project Camelot
All Rights Reserved. No part or portion of this may be duplicated without express 
consent in writing from Kerry Cassidy, Mark Richards or Jo Ann Richards.

CALIF STATE PRISON SOLANO

PREAMBLE:

For over 35 years, Captain Mark Richards has been and still is, a prisoner of the war between 

on and off-planet races that have dominated Earth for centuries. He is an honorable officer of 

the Navy, who because of his rebellion against the Draco and Reptoids (Luciferian alliance) is 

considered a threat to their operations. 

He was framed for a murder he is accused of having masterminded while he was on a mission 

off-planet in service to humanity. He was Captain of a starship enterprise type vessel, fighting 

the war against aliens bent on the takeover of Planet Earth. 

To my knowledge, I am the only journalist who has interviewed him in person while he has been 

in prison.–Kerry Lynn Cassidy, Project Camelot 

MARK'S PROTECTION

He’s very protected in prison by certain individuals.  We talked a lot about Trump.  He 
admires how he has been able to handle all the attacks from various angles and stick to 
his guns.

RANDY CRAMER : REVISITING THE ALIEN FALSE FLAG SCENARIO 

I told Mark briefly about the idea put forward by Randy Cramer (supersoldier/U.S. 
Marine) about the military's frustration with our current standstill on Planet Earth with 
regard to disclosure and the state of high tech they are dealing with and would like to 
see incorporated into life on surface Earth.  A fake alien invasion would jump start 
disclosure of the truth (since this would be real battles with real aliens) happening as 
they currently are hidden by wars, fires in California and Amazon for example etc
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Mark views the Fake Alien Invasion as very viable and worth considering.  He is very 
aware that the military is dealing with real multiple invasions by multiple not so friendly 
alien races currently and the battles are getting harder and harder to hide from public 
scrutiny.  He also stressed that various races don't want to be confined to desert like 
environments on Earth and want access to our coasts and more watery areas.

YELM CONFERENCE - BUG/BEETLE-TYPE BEINGS AS FAKE ALIENS?

Mark was already aware to some degree about what happened at the conference in 
Yelm with regard to Randy Cramer and me where Cramer lost his temper when I asked 
a question.  In essence, how did they intend to conduct a false alien invasion when the 
real one is going on at the same time?  I also repeatedly asked Cramer what "alien 
race" would be chosen to be the "fake aliens" but he refused to answer.

I suggested the bug beings used in the HALO BOOKS (games and movies) and 
depicted in ENDERS GAME (book and movie) saying that is what children and teens 
are being encouraged to fight.  Mark agreed that was a logical possibility.

Note:  the problem with using Greys is that there are so many species of Grey aliens 
and as a "common enemy' they would be harder to distinguish by people in battle re 
friend or foe.  

Mark was interested in the dynamic surrounding the idea of revisiting the fake alien 
invasion scenario (aka Project Blue Beam) by the military -- and what that indicates 
about the level of frustration within the military with regard to disclosure.

Cramer repeatedly stressed the need for a Ronald Reagan style "common enemy" 
needed to unite all of humanity in a common cause.  Cramer claimed the reason they 
want a fake alien invasion is to redirect the attention of the public away from the secrets 
hidden by the secret space program/secret government and military for over 70 years.  
They are concerned about the people turning against them.  If they create an enemy 
that people can focus on they will get disclosure while at the same time winning battles 
with aliens (guaranteed in the case of fake aliens) making them look like heroes...I 
guess they figure once the alien card is played and people believe it they can control 
the narrative and disclosure under the guise of war.

The question is:  why would a member of the military (Randy Cramer/marine) be 
selected to leak this into the alternative community?  Randy claimed in his talk that they 
want a certain part of the population to question the 'alien invasion' keep cool headed 
but in reality from my pov as always they work to split the population in order to maintain 
their control over them.  Collateral damage (bloodshed) would reveal the real nature of 
the real aliens and the fake alien "battles" would give them an out.  It works for them if 
some of the population question the news stories (i.e. creating a conspiracy) and a 
doubt in the minds of the public.  If things go south around the alien invasion question 
they can always rely on the rumor that it's all fake to help mitigate the fall-out.  Needless 
to say, launching this scenario would completely change the paradigm on the Planet.
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WHO YOU GONNA CALL WHEN YOU GO TO WAR WITH ET?

There are a number of former officers that they could call upon to assist with this war…
fighting aliens,   Men who may be retired, like Mark, but retain the real knowledge and 
experience fighting aliens.

SCREENPLAYS

He has been teaching a screenwriting class to some inmates who have been taking his 
class for 2 years and they have a series idea… they tried to send me some scripts but 
they never arrived.

HURRICANE DORIAN

Stayed for several days over the island (Bahamas) and hurricanes do not do that.  It 
was targeted and engineered.  Mark has not revealed the real purpose to me however I 
can say it is likely to do with removing the people because of the intense amount of 
activity going on at the undersea bases in that vicinity.

Mark also said this hurricane was the 2nd time in the past 4 years when the Eastern 
seaboard was evacuated.  Under cover of evacuation a lot of things go on including 
wars with incoming alien races and closing the portals.

THE ET “GOOD GUYS”

We wouldn’t even be here if not for the alien “good guys”.

SECRET SPACE PROGRAM

How it is made up.  He said it is very fragmented in to as many as 18 different divisions.  
And they are not unified.  One faction bumped into another faction’s ship for example.  
And that faction retreated from the scene and couldn’t get over the mishap for a long 
time.  Petty differences predominate.  A lot like NATO.

TOP LEVEL AND DARK MAGICIANS ARE RUNNING THE SECRET SPACE 
PROGRAM

Those we call the Illuminati are in control.

UNITED NATIONS HAS HAD AN OFFICE OF ALIEN AFFAIRS IN GENEVA 

For many years.  They are waiting for an alien to walk in. LOL
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But actually in prior interviews Mark has talked about meetings that the UN are aware of 
and involved in involving various races.

TV SHOW ON CW 

There is a tv series on CW with a red-headed version of me who investigates stories. 
Worth watching and they are disclosing info on that show.  

AFRICA:  AND RACES FROM ALDEBARAN

Cramer says they are getting out of hand… Hard to control.  Mark expands on this.  
Trying to push the parameters of the areas of Africa they have been given.  They do 
what was done during the American expansion in the West from the East Coast.  
Creating other small settlements on the way to their main base.  

They also start out with one or two items they want to acquire like chocolate or minerals 
but as time goes on they want more things and have been establishing more 
settlements.

ATTACKS ON MARK RICHARDS IN ALTERNATIVE MEDIA

The attacks are aimed at Mark’s effort  to get a commuted sentence.  And could affect 
the ruling as to whether Mark gets paroled.  

I communicated that my view of those attacks is that they provide a platform that serves 
the dark and the people who want to remain in the dark.  My take is there is a gay 
mafia/pedophilia angle that the attackers are part of (along with those running them).  I 
am still convinced that they are run by British intel.  Perhaps the German DVD side and 
aimed at silencing me, Mark and Jo Ann.

Lately they are preoccupied with Mark’s father and attacking him and Mark’s mother.  
Both deceased.  Spreading false info about his parents really angers him.

Mark has contacts in British intelligence who have denied that they are involved.  But 
this is still very possible according to Mark and from my perspective as well.  

Mark and his team of lawyers have found a substantial amount of dirt on the attackers.  
It will be released in a video in the future by an unknown party.

EPSTEIN & PEDOPHILIA

Mark said Epstein has been operational since college…. Most of what Epstein did 
happened in the ‘80s.  Definitely a double agent.  What he was involved with in 
trafficking young women, boys and children has been highly sanitized and limited in the 
press to 14 year old girls.  
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He agrees that both sides had a reason to want to eliminate him because they both had 
things they wanted to hide.  So once he was willing to talk they may have taken him out.

Mark totally agrees with me that the New Mexico ranch house was likely used to ship 
humans (girls, boys and children) to the Dulce base.  That Epstein was involved in sex 
and commerce... There's never just the sex side of it.  Commerce is actually viewed as 
more important in the view of the perpetrators.  So moving minerals is all part of the job.  
This relates to the Uranium One story.  Most operations are not simply one sided.

Which makes the Epstein arrest is actually a limited hang-out.  Not much more about 
this will come out.

Mark has been trying to get to the bottom of whether Epstein is still alive. It's very 
possible he is...  

ALIENS ARE PUSHING THE LIMITS OF THEIR TREATIES

They are rebelling against being confined to desert areas.  They are encroaching into 
populated areas making secrecy very difficult.

THE ALIENS THAT INVADED THROUGH THE PORTAL IN NORTHERN CALIF

The aliens in the area of PARADISE CALIFORNIA look like a combination of SPIDER 
AND OCTOPUS…They are hunters.  They come from a planet about Jupiter sized and 
their moon about the size of Earth.

FIRES IN THE AMAZON -- REPTOID INCURSION

Mark talked about fires in Amazon being set by Reptilian ships.  In prior interviews he 
talked about fires in California as collateral damage of portals opening to allow rogue 
access by certain aliens then needing to be closed by our military using particle beam 
weapons (they used to use nukes).

Reptoid ships are starting the fires purposely in the Amazon, as mentioned above and 
the military and local government have to be very careful that wealthy 'well meaning' 
individuals do not end up going down into the Amazon and seeing the Reptoid craft 
starting the fires…

MORE ABOUT PORTALS 

Every portal is different.  There is an issue with closing a portal.  Which has to do with 
whether it has a closed end and destroying it could release what is backed up inside. It 
can blow up. So they have to be careful about closing portals.  Because they can 
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explode and cause more havoc…. Some portals are connected to stargates and open 
into other dimensions so trying to close it can cause problems.

Back in the 40’s and 50’s we would just nuke the portals (to close them) and we didn’t 
really know what we were doing.  The Raptors thought we were crazy to be doing this.. 
Humans don’t realize that some aliens are having like a “Frat party” where they are 
deciding it would be fun to go off and invade Earth for fun and kill some humans.

Unfortunately in those days we used nukes to close portals in Nevada and Southern 
California (off the coast) and raised the radiation level needlessly to way above normal.

THE BEST DEFENSE IS STILL AN OFFENSE

Mark thinks like a military man.  He admits this.  

WHO HANDLES DISCLOSURE:  NOT VATICAN

Mark says the Vatican will not handle disclosure because they are run by the Reptilians 
and too easy to assassinate.  

The Reptoids very tightly control the Vatican.

CHINA - TOTALLY CONTROLLED BY REPTOIDS

This includes the Elders.  Using China, the Reptoids have been trying to take over the 
world financial system for many years.

Chinese communists — And race of Chinese are not reptilian but taken over by the 
Reptilians.  

The Reptoids got into India and Pakistan thinking that would be a big theater of 
operations and world drama but they were wrong. Not much has happened with the 
India-Pakistan situation.

Reptoids that control China are trying to control our resources.  War with China may be 
inevitable.

REPTILIAN BASE IN DRACO MOUNTAINS OF SOUTH AFRICA

They want to and are expanding out from there, wagon train idea… such as what 
happened in the Western U.S.

TERRAFORMING THE PLANET - 24-35 ALIEN RACES INTERESTED IN 
COLONIZING EARTH RIGHT NOW
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Humans are spoiling their nest.  Lots of alien races want to take over Earth but can’t live 
in our atmosphere.  Some are not necessarily our enemy but want to take over Earth 
because they don’t think we are doing a good job of maintaining it.  Many of these 
aliens need a more methane/radiation filled environment.  There are 24-35 aliens very 
interested in colonizing our planet right now.

TERRIFYING ALIENS

Some of the most terrifying looking aliens are actually our friends!  

REFUELING OF PLANES IN FLIGHT IS BEING DONE BY DRONES

Drones are AI and thinking for themselves.  There is a story about one drone that would 
not obey a direct order because it decided that it was the problem.  Even when assured 
that it was not the problem it would not believe the humans.  It was ordered to refuel a 
space ship coming in to the base from outer space.  But the drone refused.  It was 
getting a reading that it, the drone was a danger to the humans and base.  Even though 
the humans said to it that it was not a danger.  It dove into the ground and destroyed 
itself.

ALIENS MORE ORGANIZED THAN HUMANS?  NOT NECESSARILY

We tend to think aliens are more organized than us but that is not true.  A lot of alien 
races are arguing among their groups just like we are arguing among ours.  They are 
not so equipped to deal with us as we tend to think.

I ASKED HIM WAS THERE ANYTHING HE WAS SUPPOSED TO TELL ME?

The aliens want to colonize us not eliminate us.  They like what we are able to do like 
jewelry, beer, chocolate and other talents we have.  

They want us to take our place in space with our skillsets.

A LOT OF ALIENS WANT FULL DISCLOSURE…don’t even want to colonize but want 
to do business with us.

SECRET SPACE NOT ONLY ABOUT DEFENDING EARTH BUT ABOUT COMMERCE

Some of the things they don’t want us to have (even though we already have it)… TIME 
TRAVEL, ANTI-GRAVITY SHIPS, GATE TECHNOLOGY.  We have had gate technology 
since the Montauk Project and before…

ALIEN - HUMAN HYBRIDS PROGRAM - GREY HUMAN HYBRIDS
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He is aware of It and yes is has been very successful.  I mentioned my theory about the 
program being so successful in Central and South America that one of the reasons for 
increased border control is about keeping them out because ala the X-Men their powers 
could be difficult to handle.  He agreed. 

TSA SCANNERS

Have nothing to do with detecting METAL.  They are detecting what race you are, AI or 
human or alien and the one thing they can do is zone in on bone structure because 
bone structure doesn’t lie.  

TRUMP

Trump is always trying to tweet messages out with hidden meanings.   Trump is not 
owned by any group.  He's highly unpredictable.  Mark admires how he has maintained 
himself under the attacks.  Doesn't let others push him around.  Agrees he is likely the 
reincarnation of General Patton.  Patton was also a lot like Trump.

EARTH DEFENSE HEADQUARTERS 

Organization / nonprofit that Mark and Jo Ann started.  Was hoping to put together a 
group to bring the challenge of anti-gravity forward… But so far have not been 
successful.

GLOMAR EXPLORER

Created as a high tech craft to 
raise a sub from the ocean floor.  
Ever since then it has been used 
for secret missions.  And used as 
a meeting place for above top 
secret meetings.

REPTOIDS

 There are 8 different reptoid species.  He doesn't call them reptilian-human hybrids 
because in his day regardless of the race if it's a hybrid it's the enemy.  Now they 
recognize that humans are also hybrids.  
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WAR IN THE ORION SECTOR

The Draco are heavily involved in the war for the past year in the Orion sector and have 
been attempting to distract the humans and Raptors from that war by creating issues on 
Earth.  There are currently 50,000 humans serving on the Orion front and fighting the 
war against the Draco.  It is the most active war in the Galaxy.   There are two sides:  
Dracos, Reptoids and Trogs (described in a prior interview as insectoids), and Greys 
and the other side is Raptors, Mantids, Pleiadians and Humans.

I asked if one of the possible distractive manuevers (by the Draco) might have been the 
Vegas false flag attack.  And Mark said he didn't have good enough intel on the Vegas 
situation but it was possible.

BREXIT

Some group is holding it back.  It's imperative that the British are able to come over to 
the American side.  We can't fully trust them at this time which is strange because they 
are our closest ally.

SECRET SPACE PROGRAM IN COLORADO SPRINGS, NORAD

Only a very small part of the the secret space program.  Bases under Washington DC 
not a major base...

THE FUTURE OF HUMANITY

If we last another 80 years we will have become a type 4 civilization and we are 
currently a type 2.  From Mark's pov we are already a stellar civilization!   See more 
about the types of civilizations here:
https://futurism.com/the-kardashev-scale-type-i-ii-iii-iv-v-civilization

SPECIAL POWERS

I asked Mark if he has special powers (and talked about some of my own abilities) and 
he indicated that yes, he can't elaborate but he does.

JOHN F KENNEDY

He knew Kennedy personally and he was very prolific sexually and back in those days 
they would all have sex with whoever and they had too much sex, too much drink and 
too much drugs.  When Kennedy went to Dallas he was very sure of himself and figured 
he could go on stage in Dallas and say whatever he wanted to and expose the entire 
coverup re aliens, cia and so on.  

https://futurism.com/the-kardashev-scale-type-i-ii-iii-iv-v-civilization
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RAPTORS

They don't just obey you when you give them an order.  They have already decided if 
the order is a good one or a bad one.  And you cannot begin to have a discussion with 
them about the different points of view because they have already seen all agruments 
and make their own decision. So it is difficult commanding Raptors.

PLASMA BEINGS 

Randy Cramer brought forward the idea that there is an alien race of plasma beings that 
can shape shift into anything... But these, Mark said, are not the same type of being as 
the J-tune that Mark and Jo Ann have talked about which are not made of the same 
material...  But it is interesting that we now have a supersoldier marine revealing the 
presence of a different type of alien.

MARK'S NEW JOB (SEE INTERVIEW 10 FOR MORE ON THIS)

But the thought I have is that the elements of his job, such as being in charge of a large 
group of men, using computers and in a high tech enviroment to manufacture lens for 
eye-wear, may reflect that they (the military) could be testing him to see if he could be 
re-recruited into the space program and whether he can handle the current state of play 
our military is dealing with.  He agrees this may be possible.

MARK'S PRIMARY GOAL IS TO SEE HUMANITY SUCCEED

In this his objective may match at least a portion of those running the secret gov/secret 
space program and lead to Mark being able to convince them that he can be trusted.

/end.

Disclaimer: As a journalist I am not allowed to use a recording device of any 

kind, not audio or video during the interviews. I am forced to rely on a dull 

pencil to scribble notes while at the same time asking questions I mainly 

have to depend on my memory for reporting what Mark says during our 

interview. It is entirely possible for me to get some things wrong or even 

just slightly incorrect. However, since my work is heavily dependent on my 

ability to retain information in whatever form, I have, over time, come to 

find for the most part my memory recall is surprisingly accurate.  
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When it comes to any inaccuracies I take full responsibility and simply ask 

your understanding of the constraints within which I work. Lastly, any 

statements about individuals mentioned here are based on statements by 

Mark Richards. Project Camelot is not responsible for statements made by 

Mark Richards which are then quoted nor for their accuracy. Further research 

and sources are available on my site and linked below.  

 


